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Running a successful retail business is no easy task, and it is becoming increasingly challenging. While you are still figuring out how to 

stop shoplifters and keep a close eye on the warehouse, making sure customers have great in-store experience becomes a pressing 

issue…and that’s even before you think about security!

All these details serve as critical parts in making your business better – but only if you have the right tools to leverage them. Our retail 

package is your one-stop solution for security, marketing, and operation challenges like these. 

Hikvision’s retail solution caters to both small and large businesses, ranging from a convenience store to a spacious shopping mall. 

Although each business in the retail sector takes distinct forms and exhibits different characteristics, they all share the need for better 

property security and smarter management and operations. Based on a deep understanding of what each and every type of business 

might need, Hikvision can offer bespoke solutions that deliver the best intelligence and peace of mind.

INNOVATIVE RETAIL 
SOLUTIONS
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Monitoring is a central part of securing a retail operation, with a 

number of different technologies playing their part in different 

areas. When these are combined, often by a VMS system, 

sometimes in a monitoring center, a seamless overview of the 

entire store, or group of stores is achieved.

Panoramic cameras can provide a wider view with just one device. 

For example one Mini PanoVu camera integrates 3 fixed lenses and 

one PTZ. This comes in useful for warehouses and means that one 

camera can cover a small or medium sized warehouse, reducing 

installation and labor costs.

1. SECURITY/LOSS
MONITORING

Mini PanoVu

Another type of panoramic monitoring is provided by Fisheye lens 
cameras. These provide an even bigger angle of view with new 

lenses that give less distortion and a much clearer image to see 

more detail.
12MP IR Network Fisheye

Ordinary lensNew lens

BENEFITS

Industry-leading 140 dB wide dynamic range (WDR) providing 

crystal clear image quality, even when faced with high contract 

sunlit views. This is useful for entrance areas.

LIGHTFIGHTER WDR

LIGHTFIGHTER WDR ON LIGHTFIGHTER WDR Off

IR Vari-Focal Dome Network Camera
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Fire is a risk that no retailer wants to face – both for its threat to 

people and to property. A thermal camera can provide temperature 

detection alerting operators when temperatures get to dangerous 

levels, allowing action to be taken before a fire breaks out. This can 

be particularly useful in a warehouse, IT room or other areas where 

fires could start.

FIRE PREVENTION

The information and footage from all of these cameras can be 

brought together in a Video Management System, called HikCentral. 

Alarms can be managed, with operators able to see quickly and 

easily which camera is triggering the alarm and the nature of it. 

HikCentral makes it easy to identify the alarms and gives immediate 

information about the alert, reducing false alarms. It also gives 

operators the ability to search footage and play it back for later 

investigation.

VIDEO AND ALARM MANAGEMENT

Thermal & Optical Bi-spectrum Turret Camera   
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Retailers can experience shrinkage from fraud, and they can also 

experience disputes at the cash desk. Smart POS technology 

can overlay transaction data with footage of the cash desk. This 

means managers can instantly playback a transaction or search for 

certain specific transaction video months after.

2. EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT
POS OVERLAY

I Series NVR

Fraud and dispute at cash deskPOS text overlay

Queueing is a headache for store managers and customers alike – 

no one likes a queue! Queue analysis technology can detect people 

in the queue and their waiting times. This means that managers 

can respond to alarms when there are more than a set number 

of people waiting. This also provides valuable information for 

managers to streamline their stores and provide better service.

QUEUE MANAGEMENT 

Queue Analysis Camera
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With the advertising management function, chain stores can now 

centrally manage and unify their advertisements, helping to create 

uniform and powerful advertising campaigns. Digital signage can 

also display various kinds of media, ranging from photos and PDF 

files to promotional videos, audio, and more.

3. INTELLIGENT MARKETING
DIGITAL SIGNAGE AND ADVERTISING MANAGEMENT

CUSTOMER TRAFFIC FLOW ANALYSIS

Knowing how many people visited your store and being able to 

analyze the patterns and trends of shoppers are crucial to any kind 

of store, big or small. Managers and owners are already acquainted 

with this function in most places. Data is the essential ingredient 

for expanded analyses.

Floor Standing/Wall Mounted Digital Signage

People Counting camera

CUSTOMER ATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS

Our solution not only offers functionality to analyze customer 

traffic data, but also summarizes the key characteristics of your 

customers for you to make more insightful decisions. For example, 

if a large percentage of your customer group fits into a certain age 

or gender group, you may consider focusing more on selling things 

that they are interested in. Customer attributes, such as facial 

expression, and other data help stores better develop customer 

profiles and gain insights about their preferences.

Customer Attribute camera
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Data that reveal which areas are most visited could be a great 

help for operational insights. In the shelf area, heat-mapping 

technology marks the popularity of each shelf areas. Combined 

with other information, problems with commodities becomes 

apparent. For example, if you see an area is highly visited but the 

product sales volume is low, you can further 

AREA ATTENTION ANALYSIS 

BI DASHBOARD

With all this information available to help manage the business, 

a retailer could be forgiven for being a bit lost. That’s where a 

comprehensive information management system comes in. The 

HikCentral VMS is a comprehensive, AI-empowered surveillance 

platform that makes easy and convenient central management 

available everywhere it is needed.

DeepinView Fisheye camera
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CONVENIENCE STORE

Convenience stores are usually relatively small in space. However, 

everything is standardized, as they are mostly chain stores. The 

very nature of these stores make operational management – 

including location and comparison among stores – the main focus.  

Along with a basic security system, Hikvision also offers a set of 

intelligent functions that can help quantify the status of a store, 

and make operational management more efficient.

SPECIALITY STORE

Specialty stores sell goods from select brands, which makes these 

high-value commodities. Preventing theft is essential. Other than 

that, the operational costs of such specialty stores are higher than 

other off-brand or smaller stores, which makes conversion rates, 

location, and service particularly important.

With Hikvision’s intelligent devices and abundant functions, 

management teams can review and respond to any property loss 

events or unsatisfied performance in a timely fashion.

SCENARIOS

Hikvision products can be used to build seamless solutions across 

a wide range of retail scenarios. Each one can benefit from the 

innovation and expertise built up from leading the surveillance 

market over many years.
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SUPERMARKET

People enjoy shopping supermarkets because they have just about 

every need in one place. But that becomes a challenge when it 

comes to security. Shoplifting and internal theft pose a difficult 

challenge to supermarket managers.

Hikvision answers these specific questions with the supermarket 

solution. Not only does this solution offer useful functionality 

for property safety and loss prevention, it also provides tools to 

increase employee efficiency and to simplify management.

SHOPPING CENTER/DEPARTMENT STORE

Running a shopping mall or a department store is like conducting 

an orchestra, coordinating and keeping track of subtle nuances 

in order to produce a perfect symphony. There are so many things 

involved in this process – from big picture of mall security to safety 

in individual stores, tracking the effectiveness of a promotional 

event, analyzing popular spots or routes for customers, and much 

more.

Shopping malls and department stores need a comprehensive 

system that can both provide fundamental security functions 

along with added intelligent features. Hikvision has the complete 

package for both security and added operational needs.
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